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Dedication of the Dr. Kate Bárány Library

Welcome ................................................. John Solaro
Remarks ................................................ Sarah Appel

Christian Evans
LaVerne Richardson
Helen Rarick
Mrinalini Rao
John Solaro
Dear George,

I am sending you the details of Mom's retirement party.

First Solero introduced Mom from a 10-yes (his tenure at the Dept) perspective. Then a Senior Faculty outlined Mom's achievements in a rather long speech. Next was a Graduate Student, who took Mom's class and was also her TA. For the staff, the head Secretary was reading the "Top Ten Reasons why we are going to miss Dr. Keté Beatty" No: 10 We will miss you because someone else will was have their handouts ready 3 months in advance of the class.

"No: 1 We will miss you because there is nobody quite as sweet and kind as you are."

Then a Postdoc Fellow told how of how Mom was helping in his research. Next a Faculty read a poem about Mom.

The penultimate speaker was Mom's best friend from the Faculty, she was emotional.

The final event started with Solero's handing over to Mom 1) The plaque of the Dr. Keté Beatty Library, which will be on the library door. 2) Giving her the plaque for the Keté Beatty Graduate Student Award, with the name of the first awardee already on it.

Now Mom took the podium. She spoke slowly with emphasis on the key points. She outlined his vision, dedication, and love toward the Dept. It was beautiful.

I was thinking of you during the celebration. Just a little coming here we taken a good of being here. Because in Mom's contest problem, I did not want to have more excitement for her. Now the celebration is one, and Monday we have to visit her best doctor in order to start a treatment. This brings the new uncertainty into our life.

Mom's greatest achievements are: Jon and Francine. We thank you for sharing with us, this memorable event.

Love, Dad
October 23, 1998

Dr. Kate Bárány
University of Illinois at Chicago
828 South Wolcott Avenue
2nd floor Room B Illini Union
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Kate,

Accolades! Accolades! Accolades!

Ever an accolade to one whom so well deserves it.

The "Dedication of Dr. Kate Barany Library" is the epitome of an Honor, the Most Sacred.

We as "family" take pride in the recognition by the University of Illinois at Chicago of your years dedicated to professorial excellency.

With love,
Frieda, Saul, and Daniel Nack